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MD25
4-direction lateral stacker for long loads and narrow 
corridors

360° MOBILITY

MD 25 lateral stacker is the ideal solution for handling of large goods dimensions in narrow spaces and to maximise the possibility of storing goods. Optimum 

for use in narrow corridors thanks to the transverse direction of travel, particularly suitable for transport of long loads.

STRENGTHS:

Central tiller arm for better transversal driving position on both sides of the machine, during transversal direction of travel and during “traditional” travel

Electric steering system for better manoeuvrability

Intuitive and easily accessible proportional hydraulic controls (on control box)

Large FEM plate for fork positioning outside the stabilisers and to handle long loads (upon request)

Powerful 2 KW AC electric traction motor with CAN BUS technology, with speed control on flat surfaces, uphill and downhill. Energy recovery for longer 

battery life.

 

 LOAD CAPACITY UP TO 2.500 KG

 AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

 SPECIAL DIMENSIONS UPON REQUEST
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SOME OPTIONALS

METALLIC/GALVANISED VERSION LITHIUM BATTERY

SCALE/PRINTER USE IN COLD STORE
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Type Stacker trucks Class 4-way stacker trucks

Load capacity (Kg) 2500 Lifting capacity (mm) 5600

Type Stacker trucks Class 4-way stacker trucks

Load capacity (Kg) 2500 Lifting capacity (mm) 5600
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